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A Preliminary Manifesto for “Cool”ing the Indian Art Scene!

The meanings of “Cool” are forever elusive, and cannot be captured in any singular signification. While we are always 
using the word Cool, no one really knows what Cool actually is, no one has ever been able to reach the heart of its meaning. 
It is subjective, intuitive and personal.

The fact that no one has proprietary rights over defining Cool is great! It causes a bizarre tension, and a very enjoyable 
confusion in our understanding of the word. More significantly, this allows for us to make our own meanings of the word 
Cool, and in our case, make Coolness a way of celebrating difference, and not rue over the homogeneity of Cool as much 
theorisation on Cool in the western academy has done.

Difference is what we’re celebrating in Cool 5, whose works express a strong cultural allegiance to India in their choice of 
techniques, motifs, stories and elements, and generous borrowing from Indian folk / craft and popular culture traditions.

First and foremost, the idea is to say that despite the barrage of ‘cool’ new media art, and configurations and reconfigurations 
of genres and mediums in the contemporary Indian art scene, it is Painting that is cool! The infinite possibilities of painting 
are often sidelined in a certain set of discourses that revolve around the supposed stagnation and flatness of painting and 
reflect the ‘I am so bored of painting’ attitude.

In Cool 5, I present five young, bright, edgy, hot, sexy, spunky, cool painters who are on the verge of a breakthrough. Five 
cool people, whose art is cool, personalities are cool!

The project draws attention to the personalities of the artists as much as their work. The idea is to create an art-artist,work-
people connect; which is often missing! Maybe what I am trying to do here is create a cult of personalities for these artists, 
which is not at all like the hegemonic cult of personalities that certain groups of artists have been associated with; the very 
sexy and cool Bombay Boys, for example.

Cool 5 are not cool in the same sense as the Bombay Boys, in their works or personalities, but sing a different cool 
tune. Perhaps a cool raag? An exposition that reflects the influences of traditional vocabularies but is a personalised 
contemporary statement nevertheless. The Cool 5 are not too cool, they are just Cool, and thank god for that, lest the arts 
scene become a whirlwind of trendiness and the jingoistic coolness. Cool 5 are Cool in a very centred way. They are not 
imitative, not etching the imagination of other visions, but voicing their own; creating new styles, new non-styles….



All Cool 5 originate from small towns / cities / villages, and now live in big cities – Delhi (Manil, Pratul & Rohini) and 
Mumbai (Dileep and Kapse). Their work offers a vision of both cultural settings and their ease in both. They are Buntys 
and Bablis, small people with big dreams who take pride in their selves, history and tradition, and do not isolate this from 
their work practice in an effort to feign coolness. They are restless now to dazzle the world, in Gulzar sahab’s words, “to 
taste the clouds, and write their names with coal (or kohl?) on the horizon, to inhabit in houses that criss-cross the paths 
of the moon…”

The Cool 5 are representative of the new face of India, the new confidence, and hopefully, they are part of a larger matrix 
that will change the face of Indian art, the much needed breath of fresh air.

The Cool 5 are just the tip of an iceberg that will soon flood the art scene. An iceberg that’s driven by it’s cultural allegiance 
to the wonder that is India. The Cool 5 and the iceberg beneath are here to reassert and validate my belief that the only way 
Indian art will make a true mark on the international art scene is by being Indian, and not by imitating trends.

Cool is fascinating because it is an exclamation that emerges when something touches your heart, a statement that comes 
about only in that perfect state of things when everything comes together magically and we are forced to exclaim – Cool! 
This magic is missing in the Indian art scene and it’s high time we recreated it!

Each artist presents five same sized works for the show, their very own Cool 5. The artists have responded to premise of 
the show in their works, though not directly, since there was not thematic boundary but to present work that is cool, which 
in any case their work is! The exhibition brings together varied personalities, varied styles and multiple and alternate 
interpretations of what it means to be ‘cool’.

This show / catalogue doesn’t have any boring biodatas, nor any lengthy essays by stupid art critics, nor any curatorial 
commentaries that dissect the works. Nothing uncool!

Just pure masala, gossip, bakwaasgiri (Kapse’s favourite word and occupation) – an initial dose of coolness that the very 
uncool Indian art world urgently requires to shed its inhibitions, let its hair down, and have fun!

Kya cool hain hum!









FAVOURITES

Song
Beedi from Omkara

Film
Any non-stop nonsense film

Actor
Kay Kay Menon

Actress
Sushmita Sen

Outfit
Lungi, t-shirt and leather chappals

Underwear Colour
Indian red

Cuisine
Dal-Bati Churma

Drink
White Wine (Cuvee de Richard)

Coffee or tea?
Tea

Perfume
Charlie

I, ME, MYSELF

Time off work and art is spent in
Sleeping and watching movies

Burning Ambition
To make over my wife into a gaon ki gori

Dream Date
In paradise with my love

The love of my life
My kin

Biggest Turn On
Scissors (legs)

Wildest Fantasy
To hang boob-shaped balloons all over in 
my bed room

Favourite Bedroom Line
Ho Jaaye ;)

On myself as a person
Cool

On my Art and artistic journey…
Impressive and interesting

My biggest asset….
My kin

One thing I could change about myself
According to my wife, there are too many 
things I could change about myself

ON THINGS COOL AND UNCOOL

What Cool Means to Me
Breeze it, buzz it, easy does it!!!

I am cool because ….
I am what I am

What’s cool about Indian Art?
It’s deeply motivated and has an artistic 
inter-weaving of elements serious and 
pleasurable, of responsibility and play.

What’s Uncool about Indian Art?
Nothing

Coolest Indian Artists
I, me, myself

How has moving to a metro affected 
your life / art / personality? Did the city 
make you cooler than before?
The Metro has slotted in me an aesthetic 
of the cool.

On the coolness quotient of Indian Men
Very, very cool

On the coolness quotient of Indian 
Women
Ultimate beauty and sex appeal makes 
their coolness quotient the highest

Q&A



Banana Brothers 1, Watercolour, Pen and Ink on Paper, 21” x 29”, 2007



Banana Brothers 2, Watercolour, Pen and Ink on Paper, 21” x 29”, 2007



Banana Brothers 3, Watercolour, Pen and Ink on Paper, 21” x 29”, 2007



Banana Brothers 4, Watercolour, Pen and Ink on Paper, 21” x 29”, 2007



Banana Brothers 5, Watercolour, Pen and Ink on Paper, 21” x 29”, 2007











FAVOURITES

Song
High Hopes (The Division Bell) by
Pink Floyd

Film
Amelie – Aesthetic, dream like, warm, 
touching

Actor
Marlon Brando – Real, attitude, larger 
than life

Actress
Konkona Sen – Real; Audrey Tatou –  
Innocent, dramatic

Favourite Outfit
Cool cotton t-shirts with loose cotton 
pyajamas and chappals

Underwear Colour
Ha ha…Red / Turquoise blue

Cuisine
Mughlai

Drink
Cool water

Coffee or tea?
Tea – Masala Chai

Perfume
Anything pleasant and light

I, ME, MYSELF

Time off work and art is spent in
Chilling with family and friends, movies, 
drinks and sleep

Burning Ambition
To bring joy to my surroundings

Dream Date
Somebody to love and play with in a 
far away getaway, surrounded by pure 
wilderness

The love of my life
My wife

Biggest Turn On
Good food, beautiful women, partying with 
friends

Wildest Fantasy
A time when nobody works, they’re 
all free, wandering, existing without 
inhibitions, fear, spite….only play, joy and 
innocent fun...like zombies smitten with 
love and care..the garden of eden comes 
alive...

Favourite Bedroom Line
Turn off the lights

On myself as a person
A romantic

On my Art and artistic journey…
A source of immense satisfaction and life 
support…have a long way to go and it all 
seems challenging and exciting

My biggest asset….
I’m patient and a good listener

One thing I could change about myself
Think less, chill more…

ON THINGS COOL AND UNCOOL

What Cool Means to Me
Having it chilled!!

I am cool because ….
I prefer to chill

What’s cool about Indian Art?
It’s a comfortable atmosphere, open, and 
devoid of politics (as of now)

What’s Uncool about Indian Art?
Growing western imitation and commer-
cialism

Coolest Indian Artists
Sudarshan Shetty

How has moving to a metro affected 
your life / art / personality? Did the city 
make you cooler than before?
It made me aware of the complete 
picture, made me sensitive, progressive, 
cool and aesthetic. Gave me a global ap-
proach.

On the coolness quotient of Indian Men
Dark and handsome, they come back 
home.

On the coolness quotient of Indian 
Women
Gorgeous, great skin, and they love to 
have a family.

Q&A



Everybody Knows But Nobody Believes It, Acrylic on Canvas on Plywood, 48” x 48”, 2007



There’s Room for Everyone, Acrylic on Canvas on Plywood, 48” x 48”, 2007



What Will Survive, Acrylic on Canvas on Plywood, 48” x 48”, 2007



It Doesn’t Have To Be Like This, Acrylic on Canvas, 48” x 48”, 2007



You Get What You Give, Acrylic on Canvas, 48” x 48”, 2007











FAVOURITES

Favourite Song
Nadi Kinare Gaon Re from Madhumati; 
Ghat Ghat Mein Panchhi Bolta by Kisori 
Amonkar

Favourite Film
Casablanca, Baran, Colour of Paradise, 
Run Lola Run, Barraka, Pickpocket

Favourite Actor
Guru Dutt, Nicholas Cage

Favourite Actress
Urmila Matondkar , Salma Hayek

Favourite Outfit
Blue jeans and smart shirt

Favourite Underwear Colour
Black, white

Favourite Cuisine
Mediterranean, Indian

Favourite Drink
Vodka, whisky, pastis

Coffee or tea?
Tea

Favourite Perfume
Masculin Acier and CK

I, ME, MYSELF

Time off work and art is spent in
Playing nonsense music, gardening

Burning Ambition
To become slim

Dream Date
At Dal Lake, under a starlit sky with the 
person I love

The love of my life
My daughter (Titly) and my family

Biggest Turn On
Big boobs

Wildest Fantasy
Too many and too wild to list here

Favourite Bedroom Line
Hay lets switch off the light…!

On myself as a person
Very cool

On my Art and artistic journey…
I’m having a lot of fun with it

My biggest asset…
My belief

One thing I could change about myself
Being too nice to people

ON THINGS COOL AND UNCOOL

What Cool Means to Me
Something very soothing

I am cool because…
I am cool

What’s cool about Indian Art?
A good mix of the intellectual and the 
commercial

What’s Uncool about Indian Art?
Most of the curators are not serious.

Coolest Indian Artists
Tyeb Mehta, F.N Souza, Bhupen Khakhar, 
Vivan Sundaram, Ranbir Singh Kaleka

How has moving to a metro affected 
your life / art / personality? Did the city 
make you cooler than before?
The metro is really helpful to the growth 
of the artist.

On the coolness quotient of Indian Men
Not at all cool

On the coolness quotient of
Indian Women
Very cool

Q&A



Untitled 1, Watercolour on Paper, 22” x 30”, 2007



Untitled 2, Watercolour on Paper, 22” x 30”, 2007



Untitled 3, Watercolour on Paper, 22” x 30”, 2007



Untitled 4, Watercolour on Paper, 22” x 30”, 2007



Untitled 5, Watercolour on Paper, 22” x 30”, 2007











FAVOURITES

Favourite Song
Bulla ki Jana by Rabbi

Favourite Actor
Charlie Chaplin

Favourite Film
Bheja Fry

Favourite Actress
Nandita Das

Favourite Outfit
Jeans, t-shirt

Favourite Underwear Colour
Black

Favourite Cuisine
Bheja Fry

Favourite Drink
Teacher’s whisky

Coffee or tea?
Tea

Favourite Perfume
Jasmine

I, ME, MYSELF

Time off work and art is spent in
Bakwaas

Burning Ambition
To be a great performer

Dream Date
The smoking siren Rani Dhoopmati

The love of my life
No one!

Biggest Turn On
Beautiful women

Wildest Fantasy
I never had a wild life!

Favourite Bedroom Line
Do not cross the Lakshman Rekha

On myself as a person
Very serious

On my Art and artistic journey
Lost in ‘suffer’ing

My biggest asset…
My studio

One thing I could change about myself
Bakwaasgiri

ON THINGS COOL AND UNCOOL

What Cool Means to Me
Cool matlab thanda!

I am cool because
I am FREE

What’s cool about Indian Art?
I don’t know

What’s Uncool about Indian Art?
Fake auction, fake prize

Coolest Indian Artists
Raza Hindustani

How has moving to a metro affected 
your life / art / personality? Did the city 
make you cooler than before?
Yes of course, I’m in a Mumbai madness.

On the coolness quotient of Indian Men 
Not cool at all, unlike Indian women

On the coolness quotient of
Indian Women
So coooooooooooooooooool

Q&A



Untitled 1, Oil and Acrylic on Canvas, 30” x 30”, 2007



Untitled 2, Oil and Acrylic on Canvas, 30” x 30”, 2007



Untitled 3, Oil and Acrylic on Canvas, 30” x 30”, 2007



Untitled 4, Oil and Acrylic on Canvas, 30” x 30”, 2007



Untitled 5, Oil and Acrylic on Canvas, 30” x 30”, 2007











FAVOURITES

Favourite Song
Hotel California

Favourite Film
Sound Of Music

Favourite Actor
Brad Pitt

Favourite Actress
Shabana Azmi

Favourite Outfit
Jeans and Shirt

Favourite Underwear Colour
Pink

Favourite Cuisine
Indian, Thai

Favourite Drink
Wine

Coffee or tea?
Tea

Favourite Perfume
L’eau D’Issey by Issey Miyaki

I, ME, MYSELF

Time off work and art is spent in
Photography

Burning Ambition
To be a famous artist

Dream Date
To be on a beautiful beach with good food 
n wine

The love of my life
My dog, Paddy

Biggest Turn On
Smell

Wildest Fantasy
To be swimming with sharks!!!

Favourite Bedroom Line
N.A

On myself as a person
Fun loving

On my art and artistic journey
The journey has just began, hope to go a 
long way…

My biggest asset
My friendly disposition

One thing I could change about myself
Nothing

ON THINGS COOL AND UNCOOL

What Cool Means to Me
Cool is being self confident. Cool is uni-
versal. Everybody uses the word cool in 
any and everyway and it means different 
things in different situations.

I am cool because…
It rolls off my tongue

What’s cool about Indian Art?
It’s meditative

What’s Uncool about Indian Art?
Yet to figure out

Coolest Indian Artists
K.G Subramanyam, Bhupen Khakhar

How has moving to a metro affected 
your life / art / personality? Did the city 
make you cooler than before?
Yes it has affected my art, life and per-
sonality. It has broadened my perspective 
towards life, and given me more exposure
to the various kinds of art. It has helped 
me grow in every possible way.

On the coolness quotient of Indian Men
7/10

On the coolness quotient of Indian 
Women
7/10

Q&A



Untitled 1, Gouache on Stamp Paper, 18” x 26”, 2007



Untitled 2, Gouache on Stamp Paper, 18” x 26”, 2007



Untitled 3, Gouache on Stamp Paper, 18” x 26”, 2007



Untitled 4, Gouache on Stamp Paper, 18” x 26”, 2007



Untitled 5, Gouache on Stamp Paper, 18” x 26”, 2007





THE OTHER
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